where ai and ft are arbitrary integers, p and q are integers defined by Since m and n are relatively prime, there exist integers p and q% such that O^p^n, O^q^m, mp = nq + l, and consequently n(m -q) =m(n -p) + l.
Desbovesf has stated that a necessary and sufficient condition for the equation ax m +by m -cz n to have a solution in integers is that c be of the form as m +bt m . This would seem to imply $ that the values of c are restricted whatever be the values of m and n. That this is not the case follows from our first theorem : THEOREM 1. If f and g are homogeneous polynomials with integral coefficients, of degrees m and n, respectively, where m and n are relatively prime, then the equation
always has solutions in integers Xi and y 3 -; and every solution in which the members of (1) do not vanish is equivalent {in a sense to be defined) to one of the infinitude of solutions given by
where ai and ft are arbitrary integers, p and q are integers defined by 
If we choose t = g(l3) and u=f(a), (5) is satisfied identically in the a's and jS's. Hence a solution of (1) expressed in terms of r+s arbitrary parameters is
If the as and /3's are integers, then Xi and 3/y as given by (6) are integers.
An integral solution Xi = X*, y'3=1*2 of (1) is defined to be a primitive solution if there are no integers k>l, \{, /x/ such that X t = ^aX/, lXj = k h iXj , where a and ô are positive integers such that am = bn. If Xi-\i, y3=1X3 is a primitive solution of equation (1), then Xi=\id a 1 yi^fJLjdb (derived from the primitive solution), where d is an integer different from zero* and a and b are positive integers such that arn = bn, is also a solution in integers. Two solutions derived from the same primitive solution shall be called equivalent.
Suppose now that #*=X»-, y3=^3 is any primitive solution of (1) for which /(X) ^0. If in (6) we choose a»-=X t -, /3y = / xy> we get the solution
which is equivalent to the given primitive solution.
It is interesting to note that when g is a monomial, say g = cy n , the solution may be written in terms of r arbitrary parameters. For in this case (6) becomes which is equivalent to #»-=X*, 3> = /xThe method employed above may be extended to obtain solutions of certain equations in which the members are not homogeneous. The nature of this extension is expressed in the following theorem : THEOREM 2. The equation (10) gives (9) as a solution of (7). When conditions (8) are satisfied, there also exist nonnegative integers M, ui, wj such that
If Xi = \i, yj^jJLj is an integral solution of (7) and there are no integers ui t wj y d>ly Xƒ, /x/ such that X»-=X/<K-, Pi = iJ.jd w i, where w/ and w/ satisfy (12), then we say that this solution is primitive.
If Xi=\iy yj = jJLj is a primitive solution, then x i =\id u i J y 3 =fijd w j (derived from the primitive solution), where d^O is an integer and Ui y wj are any nonnegative integers satisfying (12), is also an integral solution. We define two solutions to be equivalent if they are derived from the same primitive solution. With this definition, we may show that (9) gives a solution equivalent to any existing solution of (7) for which the members do not vanish.
Suppose Xi=\i, yj = 1X2 is any integral solution of (7) and select
